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Abstract

This thesis concerns in investigation in the phenomenon 

of the corner in the urban fabric of the 19th century urban 

extension of Madrid, the Ensanche. The characteristic image 

of Madrid that is constituted through this phenomenon 

will be studied through a plan study of the author of the 

Ensanche, a series of case studies and a design proposal 

within this theme.

 The research in the urban plan designed by 

Carlos María de Castro concerns the original intentions and 

ambitions of the urban extension. Through new abstract 

methods of urban planning and liberal economy, the 

author created a setting in which the architecture could be 

produced through private initiatives within the boundaries 

of the plan.

 The case studies analyse a series of corner 

building that appear in this plan and constitute this 

characteristic image of the city. Through four themes 

(the intersection, the volumetric composition, the façade 

and the bay window) the corner building is analysed on 

its qualities as urban phenomenon. The results provide 

a broad understanding of the Madrilenian corner in the 

Ensanche.

 The knowledge of the research is used to design 

a new urban ensemble in which the corner is used as 

constituent element in redefining the urban space. The 

design further investigates the potential of the corner as 

has been concluded from the research.
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1 Introduction
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This master thesis is part of the graduation studio: Madrid, 

a great European city. The graduation studio consists of 

a collective research on Madrid which is presented it the 

form of an atlas under the name: Madrid. Topography of 

powers. The atlas focusses on the development of the 

morphology of the city and its architecture. The research 

theme of this individual report is an outcome of the work 

of the atlas. 

The form of the city and its architectural manifestations 

shape the décor to which urban life unfolds. The public life 

occurs against the backdrop of the private life, separated 

by the façade. The facade has the ability to the define the 

relation between the inside and outside. This relation is 

subject to the role of the façade that is an element belonging 

both to the street and to the building. This conception of 

the role of architecture in the city has led an investigation 

in the corner buildings in the 19th century city of Madrid.

In Madrid, and in particular in the 19th century city the 

corner building has an important presence in the urban 

layout. The urban fabric is constituted by a network of long 

streets of various types that intersect each other with a 

90 degree angle. This grid pattern is sometimes distorted 

by rotation or grand avenues that define the edge or cut 

through the urban fabric. As described by Manuel de Solá-

Morales, when speaking of Barcelona, the constituting 

element of the grid plan is not necessarily the block, but 

rather the intersection of four streets. He continuous 

stating that the cut-off corners constitute the fundamental 

urban spaces and also the strongest and most characteristic 

image of the city.1 

In Madrid, these small intersections are well defined with 

an architecture that seems to articulate the corner. This 

seemingly present dialogue between the urban form of 

the grid plan and the articulated corner buildings give the 

intersection in the Castro plan a distinguished quality that 

is important to capture in order investigate its potential. 

The corner therefore should not be regarded as a problem 

of congestion but as a moment of potential. In Madrid, the 

intersections are places where the streets widen in favour 

of light and air in the congested urban fabric. Although 

the cut-off footprint reduces the building mass at the 

intersection the buildings have an undeniable presence 

at the intersection. Each of the chamfered corners act as a 

distinguished guest at the table. The chamfers offer an extra 

facade with their own treatment. This way the intersection 

1 (de Solá-Morales, 1978)
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“This is a cardinal point. Everything

changes a great deal if we recognize it. What 

defines the Ensanche are the street intersections, 

and its building is determined by the four corners. 

The cut-off corners constitute the fundamental 

urban spaces and also the strongest and most 

characteristic image [...].”
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de Solá-Morales, M. (1978). Dear León, Why 22 by 22? Lotus International, 41.
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with its adjacent building transcends the infrastructural 

function and becomes a space that is worthy of designing 

as such. In this part of Madrid this is an important notion 

since its urban form is mainly consisting of intersecting 

corridor streets. So, the corner building should be regarded 

as an important factor in defining the consolidated urban 

fabric of the 19th century city of Madrid. This theme 

will be explored through a study of the original plan for 

the Ensanche, a selection of relevant case studies and 

eventually a design proposal on a specific location in this 

part of the city.

The focus of this research is the corner within the 19th 

century city extension in Madrid. The topic of the corner 

must be read in a broad sense. Firstly, the corner is meant 

as a part of the grid plan designed by Castro. Therefore, the 

plan and intentions of Castro will be studied to understand 

the underlying principles are and how they are dealt with 

in the actual execution of the plan. Secondly, a series 

of corner buildings will be analysed. In the case studies 

four intersections with their respective buildings will be 

analysed thematically. The themes for the case study are 

the intersection, the volumetric composition, appearance, 

and the bay window. Through each of these themes the 

relation between the urban form and the architectural 

manifestation will be determined.

The results of the study of the Plan Castro and the results of 

the case study will be discussed in order to provide answers 

to the question of the potential of the corner in the 19th 

century city of Madrid. 

The following part of this thesis is a research by design. 

The conclusions of the study of the Castro plan and the case 

study will form a basis for a design exercise on a specific 

location in the Ensanche of Madrid. The design will be a 

more holistic approach to the potential of the corner since 

it has deal to with plan as well. The thesis will conclude 

with a reflection on how the design process has broadened 

the understanding of the potential of the corner.

The underlying idea on which this thesis has been based 

is the understanding of the architecture of the city which 

forms the décor of the daily lives of its inhabitants.  

In
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2 Plan Castro
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Madrid in the 19th century

During the first half of the 19th century, Madrid had 

experienced little population growth. By the year 1850 it 

counted around 220.000 inhabitants. It was from this time 

that the city started to grow more rapidly. In 1860, it grew 

to 300.000 and by 1877 its inhabitants almost doubled to 

400.000. Other cities like Barcelona Valencia and Sevilla 

also experienced a growth during this time. The growth 

model of Madrid was considered atypical for Spain and 

much more in line with other European cities. However, 

except for Barcelona, this urban growth was still limited 

compared to other European cities like London, Paris or 

Berlin.2

Madrid’s economy relied mainly on administrative 

activity rather than accomplishing a significant industrial 

footprint. The establishment of a new liberal environment 

caused an increasing concentration of financial activities in 

the city. Madrid became an important node in the network 

of transport and communication. This resulted in an 

enhancement of the already existing economic dualism. On 

the one hand there is the economy of the capital. This is the 

system based on the national market and services that are 

derived from the Madrid’s status as a capital. And on the 

other hand there is the economy of the city. An economy of 

trades constituted by artisans, small traders and laborers 

mostly limited to the city itself.3

The enormous growth in the city led to a state of 

overpopulation. This was one of the main triggers for the 

future urban expansions. However, as Barral describes the 

increase in population was solely caused by immigration. 

At the time, the increase in food production was zero 

and sometimes even negative. This resulted in a high 

mortality rate that exceeded the birth rate among the 

city’s population. Ever since the arrival of the monarchy 

Madrid had been attractive for immigrants. With the new 

liberal reforms in the system of production and ownership 

the movements to Madrid were no longer bound to the 

agricultural calendar. People from all over the peninsula 

came in for a more permanent stay.4

The overpopulation caused by immigration urged the city 

the expand its borders. 

 

Ensanche de Madrid

In 1857 the Ensanche drawn by civil engineer Castro 

was approved by Royal Decree (figure 2.1). At this time, 

municipality of Madrid was still limited to the borders 

drawn by Philip IV in 1625 while its population had 

quadruplet in this period. This fiscal border from the 17th 

century covered an area of around 770 ha, including the 

Palacio Royal and Parque Buen Retiro. By the 19th century 

numerous strategies were applied to densify the urban area 

of the old town. This included increasing existing building 

of one or two floors to taller building of three to five floors. 

Besides this the courtyards and other vacant spaces were 

parceled and new roads opened. The need for new land to 

build houses for an increasing population was evident. The 

2 (Barral, 2007, p. 327)

3 (Barral, 2007, p. 327)

4 (Barral, 2007, p. 328)
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2-1 Ensanche de Madrid 1857
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plan by Castro envisioned a new city around the old town 

which would triple the urban area to 2025 hectares allowing 

for an increase of 150.000 inhabitants. The density was 

set to 40 square meter per person (250 inhabitants per 

hectare). This was a big improvement to the 26,7 square 

meter per person in the existing city.5

The new urban plan was aimed at creating a new city 

that would  not become subject to the existing problems 

of congestion in the existing city. Castro planned a 

orthogonal system of streets around the old town with the 

idea of improving circulation and hygiene. The maximum 

building heights were related to the width of their 

corresponding streets. Streets of various types therefore 

allowed for different building heights. Large green areas 

for recreational use were planned between the residential 

blocks. The built footprint of the square areas enclosed by 

four roads was not allowed to exceed more than half of its 

total surface. But, the due to economic pressure of the big 

landowners the design principles of Castro were led loose 

soon after.6

Ensanche as type of urban form

The urban expansion plan of Castro belongs to the line of 

progressive reformists of the 19th century whose primary 

concerns for urban planning were (traffic) circulation and 

hygienic conditions. This is also the case for the plan for 

Barcelona by Cerdá and Haussmann in Paris. Typical for the 

southern European urban extensions is the lack of a great 

capital which resulted in completely new cities around old 

towns. The emphasis on building new towns instead of 

interior reforms makes the Esanche a distinguished type of 

urban development. In the case of Madrid, the 19th century 

development tended to organize a complete urban area in 

instead of exact planning of the early Baroque period. Scale 

is therefore an important factor in the change of urban 

development. Sola Morales describes four typical changes 

in development of the Ensanche.7

Firstly the idea of a new city for the bourgeoisie. The 

liberalization created a middle class that needed to affirm 

their position as a worthy urban class. The new liberal order 

allowed for private and liberal initiatives. The city now 

became a culmination of individual developments rather 

than a pre-planned street. The new class made every effort 

to establish an image of public correctness to the outside. 

The need for a representative character  established in large 

display facades, attention to hygienic conditions and care 

for accessibility. Secondly, there was a new methodology 

for building the city. The process was divided into three 

stages, namely: ordering land, infrastructure, building. This 

efficiency allowed for a division in the process. Regulation 

was reserved to the local public authority and the actual 

building was done by private initiatives. Thirdly, the new 

methodology came with new instruments. The plans where 

usually described in plans and decrees. This methods were 

well suited for describing urban morphologies in plan and 

building typologies in decrees. These instruments had little 

5 (Lopez de Lucio, 2013, pp. 33-35)

6 (Barral, 2007, p. 330) 

7 (de Solà-Morales, Analysis of urban growth in the Nineteenth century, 1978)
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Street profiles Ensanche de Madrid 1857

Proposal for block distribution Ensanche de Madrid 18572-2 

2-3
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influence on the actual stylistic composition and building 

technology. At last, the ideas on urban development were 

rooted in a theory. The two main themes of circulation 

and hygiene were part of an analysis of the city that was 

modern and scientific.8

In conclusion, the urban type of the Ensanche is 

characterized by a new model for urban planning that 

allowed for private initiatives within a framework of plans 

and decrees. These instruments concerned mainly abstract 

themes such as hygienic conditions and traffic circulation. 

Therefore the stylistic influence of the actual building was 

little. In the next part a closer look will be given at the 

Ensanche area of Madrid drawn by Castro.

The Castro Plan itself

As already mentioned the plans and decrees mainly worked 

on an abstract level. The orthogonal plan resulted long 

straight corridor streets. To ensure hygienic qualities and 

traffic circulation Castro restricted the building heights 

according to the width of the streets. The streets were 

divided into categories ranging from fifteen meters wide 

for the smallest and a minimum of thirty meters for the 

widest. The sidewalks in Madrid were set to three meters, 

which was a significant improvement compared to the 

pavements of one meter in the old town. The chamfered 

corners serve to increase visibility on the intersections 

and allow for better conditions for the corner buildings. In 

Madrid chamfers are set to three meters.9

A closer look at the actual prescriptions by Castro will give 

some insight in the level of detail in which Castro described 

the building regulations concerning the exterior face 

towards the street.

2. The projects of the new buildings in plans and  

longitudinal sectio, properly bounded and in the minimum scale 

of 1:100, will be presented to the Government of SM with the V. 

B. Engineer inspector of the works to state that the conditions 

have been fulfilled they relate. The plans of decoration of the 

facades will be presented in scale in which all its details can be 

appreciated, to the real academy of San Fernando for its approval 

to be built.10

The engineer seems to divide the control of the building 

regulations into plans and sections for the inspector and 

the appearance of the façade for an aesthetic committee of 

the art academy.

8 (de Solà-Morales, Analysis of urban growth in the Nineteenth century, 1978) 

9 (Lopez de Lucio, 2013)

10  (Barral, 2007, p. 170) freely translated from the original text: Los proyectos de las nuevas edificaciones en sus plantas y una  

 sección longitudinal convenientemente acotadas y en la escala mínima de 1.100 se presentarán al Gobierno de S. M. con el V.  

 B Ingeniero inspector de las obras para hacer constar que se han llenado las condiciones que a continuación se relacionan. Los  

 planos de decoración de las fachadas se presentarán en escala en que puedan apreciarse todos sus detalles, a la real academia de  

 San Fernando para su aprobación sin cuyo requisito no podrán construirse.
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Evolution street profile of typical 15 m wide street in the Ensanche of Madrid2-4 
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20. The ornamentation of the facades may be stucco, 

terracotta, stone, or any other material quite resistant to 

atmospheric influences, as well as the coronation of buildings.11

21. The plastering of the facades will be an integral part 

of the design that has to be submitted to the approval of the San 

Fernando Academy, in which it will be represented with all its 

details and circumstances.12

Again Castro refers for the design of the façade to the 

Academia de San Fernando as authority in determining 

whether the appearance of the building is appropriate 

or not. The prescriptions on the use of material only 

concern technical aspects. Note, that he describes it as 

an integral part of the design process therefore giving it a 

certain significance in his idea about the city. Regulations 

concerning obstacles such as bars and balconies already 

existed in order to serve the public space.13

Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show the proposal for possible block 

building formations and the profiles of the street.

Conclusion

In conclusion the Ensanche of Madrid was envisioned as an 

ambitious plan the expand the city limits of Madrid. The 

plan was mainly triggered by overpopulation due to major 

urban migration. The new city was freed from the problems 

of the old town such as congestion and lack of hygiene. 

The plan was constituted by a rationalized grid of more or 

less square blocks with chamfered corners forming mainly 

corridor streets. 

Regulations concerning the proportions of streets and 

amount of built surface were initially fixed in laws and 

decrees to keep good living conditions and facilitate traffic. 

But, due to financial pressure from the liberal climate 

during its development the regulations changed resulting in 

over densified building blocks. The new instruments, plans 

and decrees, mainly acted on an abstract level having little 

influence on stylistic composition and the construction of 

the buildings. This results in a rich variety of architectural 

appearances in the consolidated urban fabric.

The over densification of the grid plan of Castro could not 

have been foreseen. Yet, the intention of widening the 

street at each intersection becomes more relevant because 

of this densification. Figure 2-4 shows how the typical 

profile of the building of the Ensanche has evolved.

11 (Bonet Correa, 1978, p. 174) freely translated from the original text: 20. La ornamentación de las fachadas podrá ser de estuco, 

 barro cocido, piedra, o cualquier otro material bastante resistente a las influencias atmosféricas, así como la coronación de los  

 edificios.

12 (Bonet Correa, 1978, p. 174) freely translated from the original text: 21. El revoco de las fachadas formará parte integrante del  

 diseño que ha de presentarse a la aprobación de la Academia de San Fernando, en el que estará representado con todos sus  

 detalles y circunstancias.

13  (Ezquiaga Dominguez, 1990, pág. 100)
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3 Case study
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The phenomenon of the corner building in its executed 

form will be studied through a series of case studies. Each 

of these case studies describes an intersection with two or 

more buildings. The urban plan in which these cases are 

located has different street types. The streettypes that 

occur in the Ensanche were basis on which Castro based 

his plan. The grid plan mainly consists of street of about 15 

meters wide. These are sometimes cut with bigger avenues  

up to 30 meters. These wider streets also occur on the edges 

of the plan. Therefore the cases will try to describe different 

kinds of corners that appear on the intersections of these 

varying street types. The time range of the case studies is 

taken from the earlier development of the Castro plan until 

the 1930 when the biggest part of the plan was consolidated. 

The fragments chosen for this study concern a two typical 

intersections within the grid plan and two intersection that 

are on the edge of the plan. The more or less perpendicular 

intersections are chosen since they form the ideal urban 

form as envisioned by Castro. Besides the ideal blocks 

Castro had to deal with the existing city and already laid 

out roads. Therefore, the other two cases concern the edge 

of the urban plan. In these situations there is a difference 

between the hierarchy of streets as defined by Castro as 

well as a deviation system of perpendicular streets. The 

following themes will provide the framework in which the 

corner will be studied.

1. The intersection

In the Castro plan the ensemble of four corners on an 

intersection is the constituent element of the urban plan. 

Therefore, the first theme focusses on what the role of a 

specific intersection with its adjacent buildings is in the 

urban fabric. 

2. Volumetric composition

The corner building in the urban fabric of the Castro 

plan is part of a system of intersecting corridor streets. 

Therefore the corner building can be read as the corner 

of a building block as well as a part of an ensemble of 

buildings that enclose the intersection. This theme will 

concern an investigation of the way the mass of the 

corner building articulates the junction of two streets. The 

volumetric composition will be regarded as the treatment 

of the mass as well as the contribution of features such as 

balconies and bay windows that define the plasticity of the 

mass.

3. The facade

The third aspect of the corner building will be the 

appearance of the building towards the street and 

intersection. The façade of the buildings will be regarded 

as an culmination of two side facades and a corner façade. 

The façade will be analyzed in order to understand how 

the corner is articulated (or not) and what compositional 

principles are used.

4. The bay window

The bay window appears as a typical motif for articulating 

the corner in Madrid. The bay window is interesting since 

it is besides a compositional element of the façade also a 

space that mediates between the interior and the exterior. 

If the intersection is the constituen urban element, the 

bay window might be the key architectural element of the 

Ensanche.

On the following page the figres 3-1 to 3-5 show the case 

studies and their location in the city. The abbreviations 

between brackets and letters in the drawing will be used 

throughout the report to refer to the intersections and 

buildings.
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Case 1 | Calle  Fernando el Santo - Calle del Monte Esquinza 

(FM)

Case 2 | Calle de Sagasta - Calle Manuel Silvela (SM) Case 4 | Avenida  Menéndez Pelayo - Calle Alcalde Sáinz de 

Baranda (MA)

Case 2 | Calle Doctor Castelo - Calle Lope de Rueda (DL)3-2 

3-4 

A 

B 

3-5 

3-3
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Calle Dr. Castelo

Calle Lope de R
ueda

Calle Fernando el Santo - Calle de Monte Esquinza3-6 

section AA’3-7

section CC’3-10

Calle Dr. Castelo - Calle Lope Rueda3-9

Calle Fernando el Santo

Calle de Monte Esquinza

section BB’

section DD’

3-8

3-11
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3.1 The intersection

The intersections between Calle Fernando el Santo and 

Calle del Monte Esquinza  (FM) and Calle Dr. Castelo and 

Calle Lope Rueda (DL) relate closely to the intersection as 

proposed by Castro. Both are intersection of streets of the 

lowest hierarchy of approximately fifteen meters wide.

The intersection FM is located east of the Paseo de 

Casetellana and was intended for the aristocracy. The 

buildings on this intersection where built around 1900. 

The round building south west of the intersection was built 

later and will not be taken into account as it does not relate 

to the idea of the intersection as coherent space.

The intersection DL is located in a part of the Castro plan 

that was intended for the working class. The building here 

are part of the later development of the Castro plan around 

1930. When comparing these two morphological similar 

intersections it is important to keep in mind that they were 

intended for different social classes and built in different 

times.

On each of the intersections the building blocks coming 

together have a chamfer of approximately three meters. The 

idea of giving more light and air into the realm of the street 

also allows for more space for the pedestrian. The actual 

plan of street does not create more space for the traffic but 

on the contrary, it widens the side walk in order to make 

more space for the pedestrian. The street profiles show a 

limited amount of space for the pedestrian since the streets 

where not yet designed for the amount of cars that pass 

through nowadays. Therefore the intersection becomes the 

place where the pedestrian claims his position. Spatially, 

the differentiation of the intersection is thus defined by the 

chamfer of the building and the widening of the sidewalk. 

The chamfer of the corner of the each of the building blocks 

not only allows for an better overview when approach the 

intersection but also significantly increases the width. The 

space measured between the two chamfered corners is 

around 2o to 25 meters compared to a width of 15 meters in 

the adjacent streets.

The intersection FM (figure 3-6), built for the upper class, 

has usually one or more entrances facing the streets. The 

corner is not a place where the buildings  have an active 

interaction with the public space. The building south of the 

Calle Monte Esquinza is an exception to the rule. In this case 

the entrance to the upper floors is located on the corner. 

The sides of the building are occupied with commercial 

program with windows and entrances to the street. The 

atmosphere on this intersection can be described as one 

of formal display. It is not a place where people meet but 

rather a place where one passes by the admire yet not 

engage in the wealth of the bourgeois.

The intersection DL (figure 3-9), located formerly 

3.1.1 Symmetrical intersection
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The grid plan as designed by Castro is besides a city that 

is built from scratch also an urban fabric that coincides 

with planned and existing boundaries. The asymmetrical 

intersection is a typical phenomenon in the Ensanche. 

These types of intersections are characterized by streets 

of different hierarchy and direction that intersect with 

each other. These situations appear mainly on the edges 

of the Castro plan, where the Ensanche meets the old 

city and where post-Castro developments have occurred. 

These intersections create different circumstances for the 

architecture. The asymmetry refers both the introduction 

of new direction resulting in sharp and obtuse angles as to 

the junction of streets of different hierarchy.

In the case study two intersections will be addressed that 

deal with existing structures, different hierarchy of streets 

and a combination of a sharp and obtuse angle.

In figure 3-14 the intersection between Calle Sagasta and 

Calle Manuel de Silvela (SM) occurs on the edge of the old 

city and the Castro plan in Chamberí. In this area the rigidity 

of the grid is less than in Salamanca yet the streets profiles 

have similar dimensions. The pair of building that together 

shape the junction of the street form part of a larger 

sequence of these kinds of pairs. In this way the junction 

of two streets is clearly articulated in one direction. The 

obtuse angle smoothly flows around the corner where as 

the sharp angle amplifies the rotation in the urban fabric. 

In the case of SM all the entrances are located on the sides 

of the building leaving the rounded corner as a display for 

the commercial functions on the ground floor.

In figure 3-16 the intersection between the Avenida de 

Menéndez Pelayo and Calle del Alcalde Sáinz de Baranda 

3.1.2 Asymmetrical intersectiondesignated working class area has a similar model in terms 

of orientation of the buildings towards the street. The 

housing entrances are located on the side streets.  Yet, 

on the plinth the corners are occupied with commercial 

functions or gastronomy. This way the intersections seems 

to be become a place for informal gathering. The residential 

entrances are located in the middle of building cutting the 

plinth in multiple parts. Due to this model the ground floor 

is occupied by various small shops rather than one that 

occupies the entire footprint of the building.
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The intersection as constituent element of the urban fabric 

of the grid plan is mainly defined by chamfered corners. 

The system of endless straight is turned in to a grid of 

intersections connected by streets. The grid transcends 

from a texture into a network of nodes that are connected. 

Each node, or intersection, is besides a junction of four 

streets also a space that is worth considering on its self. 

The combination cutting of the corner on ground floor 

and widening the pavement, consequently diminishing 

traffic, allows for a surprisingly pleasant amount of space 

for the pedestrian. In the more working class areas of the 

Castro plan this idea of the intersection as an urban space 

is accommodated by the variety of commercial program 

that is realised on the plinth. Here the potential of the 

intersection within the Castro plan is used to the fullest.

On the edges of the urban fabric the corner buildings form 

pairs of sharp and obtuse angles that is caused by the 

collision of the planned extension and formerly existing 

boundaries such as former city limits, parks or existing 

streets. The plans of Castro has been criticized much for 

not making a proper connection between the existing city 

and the Ensanche.14  The Calle Sagasta, running between 

the Castro plan and the existing city shows this rupture. In 

an abstract plan the streets coming from the existing city 

almost seamlessly flow into those of the Castro plan. But 

the street separating is of such a high order that is spatially 

disconnects the two sides. Therefore the intersections on 

the edges behave more as two independent T-junctions 

compared to the junction of four equal streets within 

the grid plan. The hierarchy of streets and the change of 

direction emphasize the boundaries of the Castro plan. The 

3.1.3 Conclusion(MA) deals with the grid plan and existing Retiro Park. 

The Retiro park is surrounded by a traffic road. In this case 

both roads are of a higher hierarchy than in the former 

case. The intersection is located on a former border of the 

Castro plan. The area south of the Calle del Alcalde Sáinz 

de Baranda were drawn by Castro as recreational areas 

(see figure 2-1) but in the current situation this area is a 

continuation of the residential area of the east part of the 

Ensanche. This would explains the bigger size of this road.

The two building on this intersection are both residential 

with a commercial ground floor. In both cases the residential 

entrances are facing the park and are surrounded by 

commercial functions. In the case of the building south of 

the C/ Alcalde Sáinz de Baranda the corner is the entrance 

towards the bar which occupies most of the ground floor. 

The building present a more active face towards the 

intersection. The other building also presents entrances 

on the intersection but less convincing. The building acts 

more like an obtuse corner by folding around the corner 

instead of articulating it.

14 (Moya, 2008, p. 30)
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pairs of sharp and obtuse angles articulate this transition 

of urban forms. Judging from the footprint and relative 

position in the urban fabric, these buildings have the 

potential of facilitating a clearly defined transition in the 

urban fabric, marking the entrance to the Ensanche.
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3.2 The volumetric composition
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In this part of the case study the buildings that are 

situatiated on the intersection will be analysed. The 

theme of this analysis is the volumetric composition of 

the building. The volumtric composition here means the 

building as a mass that in one way or another responds 

to the urban form. Secondly, the volumetric composition 

describes how the building is a configurated solid but also 

deals with element such as balconies and bay windows that 

are attached to it or originate from it. The building will be 

analysed per intersection. The drawn anaysis consists of 

a series of isometric schemes which show the mass, the 

added features and a conclusive scheme which shows how 

the corner is articulated.
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3.2.1 C/ de Fernando el Santo - C/ del Monte Esquinza

The buildings on the intersection between Calle de Fernando 

el Santo and Calle del Monte Esquinza are characterized 

by the typical chamfer one encounters throughout the 

Ensanche of Madrid. The building each form an continuous 

closed façade towards the street around the corner. 

In figure 3-22 the mass is shaped by an extrusion of the 

footprint. The pitched roof is articulated by the eaves. 

These eaves run uninterrupted around the corner. The 

balconies on the side facades articulate the horizontality of 

the façade. The chamfered corner is treated as a continuous 

part of the façade where the balconies appear similar to 

those facing the street. Both the eaves and balconies follow 

the curve of the chamfered corner.

Figure 3-23 shows are similar shape of the mass where 

the building is made up of an extrusion of the footprint, 

a pitched roof and eaves that articulate the roofline. The 

chamfer is not round but cut off creating an additional 

surface of about four meters. The eaves only appear on the 

side facades, not on the chamfer. The chamfer is treated 

with a bay window that appears as a unique element on the 

façade. The side façade are treated with single balconies 

giving the impression of a repetition of vertically stacked 

window openings. The bay window protrudes into the 

realm of the street whereas the plinth is cut off and treated 

as continuation of the façade.

The third building in figure 3.23 is three storeys higher 

than the former. The height with which it presents itself 

towards the street is reduced by a setback on both sides. 

The straight chamfer is treated with a bay window that runs 

over four storeys, just as the former one. Since the building 

façade is higher the top of the bay window creates a balcony 

on top. Although the facades are higher the corner itself is 

shaped in such a way that it relates to the other buildings 

on this intersection. The side facades are treated with 

balconies until the fourth floor, the fifth floor only has 

banisters that do not protrude out of the wall.
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Building C3-24 
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Aerial photo
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3.2.2 C/ Doctor Castelo - C/ de Lope de Rueda

The buildings on the intersection between Calle 

Doctor Castelo and Calle de Lope de Rueda form part 

of development of the Ensanche around 1930. Due to 

regulatory developments the buildings heights have 

increased.

Figure 3-27 shows the building as a volume that builds 

up towards the corner. In steps the height of the façade 

increases towards the chamfer. The chamfer not only 

folds around the corner but becomes a volumetric entity 

with a vertical articulation. The added balconies suggest 

an opposite direction in the volume. The long stretching 

solid balconies flowing around the corner counteract with a 

horizontal articulation. The corner seems to be articulated 

vertically in the mass of the building and horizontally by 

the balconies that stretch the symmetry of the building.

The basic volume of the building is composed around 

an extravert corner. This height accent on the corner is 

repeated on both sides of the facades making the corner 

not a unique element but rather a variation of a motif. The 

corner element is different in the way that it protrudes as 

a bay window into the street. The height accents build a 

symmetry around the corner. The asymmetrical  shape is 

treated in the façade as a clear symmetry around the corner 

and an annex on the long façade of the building.

In figure 3-27 the corner is not an extravert articulation 

towards the corner. In a way it is the negative shape of the 

former one. Volume is treated as a symmetrical mass with 

height accents on the side facades. The chamfer is not as 

defined as the other building since it is cut of in several 

parts. This suggests a more continuous movement around 

the corner.

The building in figure 3-26 stands of out for its small size 

compared to the other buildings on this intersection. The 

volume is shaped as a extrusion of the footprint that is 

topped by an extra floor which is setback from the street. 

The roof is articulated with rather excessive eaves that 

conceal everything behind from the perspective of the 

passer-by. The corner is articulated with a bay window that 

appears from the second level to the eaves. The depth of 

the bay window corresponds with that of the eaves turning 

them into a single element on the corner. The side facades 

are treated with the same elements but each make an 

individual composition on the asymmetrical volume.
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Aerial photo3-30 
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3.2.3 Avenida de Menéndez Pelayo - Calle del Alcalde 

Sáinz de Baranda

The intersection between de Calle del Alcalde Sáinz de 

Baranda and Avineda de Menéndez is located on an edge of 

the residential area and the Retiro Park.

Figure 3-31 shows the basic volume which is mainly defined 

by the roofline of the top floor. The corner is volume that 

protrudes into the realm of the streets. On both side facades 

a similar moment occurs. Each of these bay windows is 

treated in their own respect. The building is therefore not 

necessarily build around a compulsory symmetry around 

the corner but each façade is an consolidated part of the 

whole. The balconies that are added on the façade create an 

extension of the corner bay window. The corner becomes a 

complex entity that both represents the articulated volume 

as well as added elements on the sides.

The building on the other side as shown in figure 3-32 

relates to the sequence of obtuse angles. Yet, since it is 

also cut by the calle de Lope de Rueda its corner becomes 

less clear. Instead of the typical chamfer the volume folds 

around the corner in multiple façade fragments. This 

results in the small façade facing the Calle de Alcalde Sáinz 

de Baranda being the actual corner of the building. The 

basic volume articulated the segments of the façade that 

relate the corner with a height accent. The balconies that 

are distributed along the façade create a texture with slight 

variations on the façade. The actual corner façade treated 

with a slight variation in the composition of balconies 

resulting in the articulation of this façade as the centre of 

the symmetry around the corner.
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MA building A3-31 
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MA building B3-32 
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Aerial photo3-33 
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3.2.4 Calle de Sagasta - Calle Manuel Silvela

The intersection between Calle Sagasta and Calle Manuel 

Silvela is a typical intersection that occurs on the edges 

of the Castro plan. The Calle Sagasta separates the area 

of the Ensanche from the old city. The two building is this 

part form a pair of sharp and obtuse angles that mark the 

entrance towards the area of the Ensanche.

The sharp corner in figure 3-34 on this intersection is 

notable for its round treatment around the corner. The 

volume appears as a extrusion of its footprint. The roofline 

is continuous around the façade making no volumetric 

articulation on the corner. The round corner is treated with 

a large bay window that follows the curve of the volume. It 

is treated as an added element to the façade and appears 

as a variation on the smaller bay windows on the edges of 

the façade.

The figure 3-35 shows the volume of the obtuse corner. 

The building, similar to the former, has a continuous 

roofline all around. The facades are generously treated 

with balconies and bay windows. The obtuse corner is not 

articulated as a unique element but rather a continuation 

of the balconies on the side façade. The emphasis seems 

be on the composition of the Calle Sagasta rather than on a 

composition that is organised around the corner. 
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Aerial photo3-34 
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Aerial photo3-35 
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Case 1 - Calle  Fernando el Santo / Calle del 

Monte Esquinza

Discrete corner Articulated chamfer

Case 2 - Calle de Sagasta / Calle Manuel 

Silvela

Case 4 - Calle Alcalde Sáinz de Baranda / 

Avenida  Menéndez Pelayo

Case 2 - Calle Doctor Castelo / Calle Lope de 

Rueda
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3.2.5 Conclusion

In the volumetric analysis has revealed various ways in 

which the buildings adjacent to the intersection articulate 

the corner. The volumetric analysis focusses on the basic 

mass of the building as well as the three dimensional 

elements such as balconies and bay windows that are added 

to the volume. The matrix divides the buildings into three 

types of corners.

The discrete corner describes a corner that treats the 

surface that arises out of cutting of the corner as equal to 

the side facades. The mass of the building is an extrusion of 

its footprint. In the case of the asymmetrical intersections 

the discrete corner offers a counterbalance to the dominant 

sharp corner opposed to it. 

The second type consists of a mass that is also an extrusion 

of the footprint. The chamfer in this case is articulated 

with a three dimensional element that appears as a unique 

element in the façade. The corner element, that always on 

the upper floors protrudes into the street, as opposed to the 

cut off corner on the ground floor. 

The third type shows a how the mass of the building 

transcends the extrusion of its footprint. The roofline 

refrains from following the perimeter of block but makes 

the entire volume built up to the corner or on the contrary, 

holds back on the corner.

Articulated volume

building 1 building 2 building 3 building 4
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balconies/bay 
windows

corner articulation
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3.3 Facade
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The appearance of the Madrilenian corner will be explored 

through an analysis of the facade. Characteristic chamfered 

corners that occur in the Ensanche provide the corner 

of each building block with an extra facade. The analysis 

will focus on determining how the facade deals with this 

chamfer. Through a picture, detailed elevation drawing and 

abstracted schemes certain principles of composition will 

revealed. The building will be analysed per intersection.
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Calle de Fernando el Santo - Calle del Monte Esquinza building A3-36
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Calle de Fernando el Santo - Calle del Monte Esquinza building B3-37
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Calle de Fernando el Santo - Calle del Monte Esquinza building C3-38
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Calle de Fernando el Santo - Calle del Monte Esquinza building A3-39
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3.3.1-A | C/ de Fernando el Santo - C/ del Monte 

Equinza building A

The building is located on the north west of the intersection. 

It is located on an asymmetrical plot. The façade openings 

are vertical and provided with balconies, just as the other 

buildings on this intersection. Yet, the organisation seems 

to be organised by a vertical stacking of the windows that 

appear on an irregular interval. This puts more emphasis 

on the stacking of the window as a part of the whole than 

the idea of homogeneous pattern in two directions.

The verticality that arises from the window openings is 

counterbalanced by merging multiple balconies side by 

side into one element. This emphasis is articulated with 

the horizontal lines that originate from these balconies 

that run along the façade on each floor. The roof is heavily 

articulated with eaves that protrude as much as the 

balconies.

Both side facades around the corner form a loosely defined 

symmetry. The extended balconies are different is size 

but are the dimensions in between the balconies appears 

similar. The last two windows on the right are treated as 

a new segment of the façade which are separated by stone 

pilaster. This is also done at the chamfer.

The corner of the building consists of a rounded chamfer. 

The vertical window openings that appear at the side 

facades are repeated on the corner on both ground floor 

and other levels. The balconies and stone frames around 

the windows follow the curve of the volume. On the sides 

there is a vertical stone pilaster that seems the articulated 

the difference between the side façade and the chamfer. 

Besides a slight variation on the balcony of the first floor 

there is no real different treatment in the façade on the 

corner compared to the rest of the façade. 
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Calle de Fernando el Santo - Calle del Monte Esquinza building B3-43 
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3.3.1-B - C/ de Fernando el Santo - C/ del Monte 

Esquinza building B

The building is located on the south east corner of the 

intersection. The building is organised around two similar 

facades with respectively four and five columns of window 

openings. The façade has a homogeneous pattern of 

vertical window openings with small balconies. The façade 

appears on the street with a ground floor and five levels 

which exceeds the number of floors of the surrounding 

buildings on this intersection. This height of the façade is 

fragmented through the application of different textures 

and horizontal alignments. From the first until the fourth 

floor the window openings are treated with small balconies 

the protrude into space. Both the railings and floors are 

made from metal. These elements appear as if they are 

stuck on the façade rather than form an part of the mass of 

the building. On the fifth floor appears the balcony floors 

appear in stone, matching the horizontal articulation that 

runs on the façade. Above the horizontal element the 

façade material changes. The sixth floor is treated without 

balconies but rather a French balcony with a banister that 

is placed within the opening of the window.

The corner element is articulated with a bay window. The 

solid stone material from the façade is also used in the 

material of the bay window. The height of the bay window 

runs over four floors whereas the rest of the façade has a 

ground floor with six storeys. The reduced height of the 

bay window gives the building an appropriate presence at 

the intersection. The corner apartment of the sixth floor 

has a generous balcony on the corner with a more solid 

appearance than the French balconies on the façade. The 

solid balustrade is used on the level in the side facades as 

well. 
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Calle de Fernando el Santo - Calle del Monte Esquinza building C3-47 
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3.3.1-C | C/ de Fernando el Santo - C/ del Monte 

Esquinza building C

The building stands on a more or less symmetrical plot. 

The symmetry of the plot is expressed in the façade as 

well. The symmetry is only diverted from at the entrance 

which located on the outer bay of one of the side facades. 

The corner bay window clearly appears as a unique element 

in the façade. In itself materialisation and design it 

distinguishes itself from the side facades. The windows 

on the side facades appear on a regular interval with a 

slight offset away from the corner. On the ground floor the 

chamfer is treated as a continuation of the side facades. 

The windows on the ground floor are raised since it has 

been designed as a residential building. The upper levels 

are treated with balconies that appear as extended floors 

originating from the façade. The horizontality of balconies 

is extended towards the façade giving more articulation 

to the first floor. The first floor is also slightly higher the 

floors above. The top floor is also separated by a horizontal 

line and the appearance of a lower floor height.

The corner element starts from the first floor and has the 

same height as the façade. Whereas the side facades clearly 

articulated the different floors levels the bay window on 

the corner appears as a single vertical element. Its surface 

appears in a light stone material with large openings. Metal 

window frames, railings and glass position as if they appear 

in the same plan compared to the deep cut-outs in the 

side facades. This relatively flush detailing of the façade 

amplifies the lightness of this protruding element. The bay 

window becomes more transparent towards the top which 

gives it a certain logic of its own. The bay window expresses 

itself with a clear base, middle and top.
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Calle Doctor Castelo - Calle de Lope de Rueda building A3-51 
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Calle Doctor Castelo - Calle de Lope de Rueda building B3-52 
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Calle Doctor Castelo - Calle de Lope de Rueda building C3-53 
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Calle Doctor Castelo - Calle de Lope de Rueda building D3-54 
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 Calle Doctor Castelo - Calle de Lope de Rueda building A3-55
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3.3.2-A | Calle Doctor Castelo - Calle de Lope de Rueda 

building A

The building is located on the south west of the intersection. 

The plot has a rectangular shape. In the volumetric the 

building has been interpreted as a solid volume that builds 

its height towards the corner.

The highest point at the corner of the building holds seven 

floors. The plinth is filled with commercial program with 

the entrance to the residential floors on one of the side 

facades. The first floor is designed as mezzanine that also 

holds a residential program. The balconies start on the 

second floor until the sixth floor. The seventh floor only 

appears on the corner itself.

The window openings are distributed regularly on the 

façade and continue on the chamfer. Behind the façade the 

window openings are door openings. The window openings 

appear as holes in the wall. The dominant elements of 

the façade are the balconies and horizontal lines that 

appear to frame the windows. The protruding balconies 

form a symmetry around the corner. The composition 

of horizontal elements that seem to interlock rather 

than vertically stacked amplify the sense of horizontal 

movement in the façade.
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 Calle Doctor Castelo - Calle de Lope de Rueda building B3-59
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3.3.2-B | Calle Doctor Castelo - Cwalle de Lope de 

Rueda building B

The building is located on the north east corner of the 

intersection. The plot has a rectangular shape. The volume 

revealed that the building is organized around three height 

accents of which one is located at the corner.

Overall composition of the façade is built around a 

symmetry around the corner. Short side façade is taken as 

the smallest denominator to mirror around the corner. The 

difference in length of the façade is treated as a different 

façade which is not part of this symmetry. Although similar 

elements are used it does not appear as an extension but 

rather a different part of the façade.

The façade yields a variety of different window openings. 

The repetition is the strongest in a vertical sense giving 

the façade a dominant vertical articulation. The principle 

of organisation seems to be more focussed on the idea 

of symmetry than on rhythm. By not only making the 

symmetry around the corner but also symmetry in each 

of the side facades with similar elements the hierarchy 

between corner and side façade is less obvious. 
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 Calle Doctor Castelo - Calle de Lope de Rueda building C3-63
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3.3.2-C | Calle Doctor Castelo - Cwalle de Lope de 

Rueda building C

The building is located on the south east corner of the 

intersection. It is located on a more or less square plot. 

The volumetric analysis has shown how the articulation 

of the corner can be considered an introvert corner. The 

height accent is not on the corner but on the side facades. 

Similar to the two former buildings on this intersection 

the protruding elements start from the second floor and 

stretching until the fifth floor.

The principle ordering of the façade is built around a 

symmetry around the corner which originates naturally 

from the symmetrical plot. The heights accents on both 

sides of the corner stretch about half the width of the wide 

façade. This organizes the windows on each side in two 

groups of three windows and the corner as a part on its own. 

The entire façade is divided into five parts. The readability 

of the façade as such is amplified by the balconies. 

The façade does not have a clear horizontal or vertical 

articulation that unifies all the parts into a coherent whole. 

The compositional principle is built around the grouping 

of elements that divides the whole façade into two smaller 

segments that can be read as individual entities.

The chamfer is less sharp defined compared to the other 

building on this intersection. The volume is cut off with 

a straight line yet the corner that results on both sides is 

rounded. On the plinth the chamfer appears without as 

a solid shape that is moulded around the corner. On the 

upper levels the corner is treated with vertical articulations 

which in a way frame the corner. Typically is that on the 

fragment of the corner a similar principle is applied where 

the actual corner is not necessarily an accentuated point 

but rather the surfaces surrounding it. In this case the 

vertical bands articulate the straight surfaces on their own 

instead of the point of intersection.
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 Calle Doctor Castelo - Calle de Lope de Rueda building D3-67
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3.3.2-D | Calle Doctor Castelo - Calle de Lope de Rueda 

building D

The building is located on the north west corner of the 

intersection. The building is located on an rectangular plot. 

The height of façade is significantly lower the building on 

the other corners of the intersection. The building consists 

of a plinth, three levels and clearly protruding eaves. The 

façade consists of a repeating pattern of vertical windows 

with balconies. The distribution of the windows is the main 

organisation principle of the façade. The longest side facade 

consists of a loosely defined rhythm of window openings. 

Approaching the corner the rhythm is let loose giving the 

bay window more space. The smaller windows break with 

the repetition of dense vertically stacked windows. On 

the short side façade of the building the approach to the 

corner is done in the same way. In this case the motif of 

the smaller window us repeated to form a symmetry on the 

façade.

The corner is articulated with a large bay window that 

spans the entire width of the chamfer. The bay window 

appears as a unique element in the façade covering the two 

highest floors. The opening on the first floor is treated as 

a variation on the side facades. On the corner it works as 

mezzanine which also appears on the other facades of this 

intersection. The roof of the bay window is an extension of 

the eaves which suggests it is clearly a part of the whole and 

not just something that is added to the façade.
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Calle Sagasta - Calle Manuel Silvela building A3-71 
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Calle Sagasta - Calle Manuel Silvela building B3-72 
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Calle Sagasta - Calle Manuel Silvela building A3-73
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The building is located on the sharp corner of the 

intersection between Calle Sagasta and Calle Manuel 

Silvela. The building consists of a ground floor with four 

levels and an attic. The façade is organised with a strong 

rhythm of vertical window openings. Repeating columns 

of window openings occurs in the plinth as well. On either 

side of the façade the bay window breaks with the rhythm 

of the regular window openings. Although the actual 

width of the bay window is the same of that of a balcony 

it gets more surface around and is framed by two pilasters. 

The deviation of the rhythm together with bay window 

constitutes a proper ending to the façade. The entrance 

towards the apartments on the upper floors is located on 

the north façade. Since the dimensions of the entrance 

exceed those belonging to the commercial program on the 

ground floor there is also a deviation from the rhythm. The 

residential entrance is articulated with a stone balcony that 

marks is from the street.

The corner is articulated with a bay window that appears 

as a variation on the smaller bay windows on either side 

of the façade. The pilasters that seem to frame the corner 

are placed on the straight part of the façade that faces 

the street. Therefore one could regard the pilasters as an 

ending of the side façade rather than a frame around the 

rounded corner. In the picture one could notice that the 

round corner is not seamlessly attached to the side façade. 

Instead, by prolonging the curve into the façade it appears 

detached from the volume. 

3.3.3-A | Calle Sagasta - Calle Manuel Silvela building 

A
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Calle Sagasta - Calle Manuel Silvela building B3-77
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The building is located on the obtuse corner between Calle 

Sagasta and Calle Manuel Silvela. The building covers half of 

the block and therefore has three facades facing the street. 

For this study only the façades facing the abovementioned 

streets are taken into consideration since it is this corner 

that is studied.

The building as opposed to its counterpart on the other 

side of the street is not build around a symmetrical relation 

around the corner. The two facades each have their own 

organisational principle. The part of the façade that faces 

the Calle Manuel Silvela is enclosed by two corners. On the 

left there is corner is with is somewhere between sharp and 

straight and the corner is the right is clearly obtuse. The 

façade is composed of a strong rhythm of vertical window 

openings. On each floor the window openings are treated 

with a different ornamentation. The variety in appearances 

of the windows emphasizes the horizontal repetition over 

vertical repetition. The corner is treated with the same 

elements as this façade yet the repetition deviates from the 

rhythm. 

The façade facing the Calle Sagasta has different 

organisational principle. The residential entrance is located 

in the centre of the façade. The symmetry around this 

façade articulates a certain autonomy of this façade. The 

obtuse corner is subjugated to the consolidated appearance 

of this façade. In window distribution is clearly shows that 

on this part of the façade the principle of a rhythm gets lost 

due to the variety of elements that appear in the façade. 

The symmetry, which is keeping the façade together, is 

mainly defined by the heavily articulated centrepiece with 

the entrance and the protruding elements that define the 

edges of the façade.

3.3.3-B | Calle Sagasta - Calle Manuel Silvela building B
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Avenida de Menéndez Pelayo - Calle del Alcalde Sáinz de Baranda building A3-81
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Avenida de Menéndez Pelayo - Calle del Alcalde Sáinz de Baranda building B3-82
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Avenida de Menéndez Pelayo - Calle del Alcalde Sáinz de Baranda building A3-83
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The building is located on the intersection of Avenida de 

Menéndez Pelayo and Calle del Alcalde Sáinz de Baranda. 

The building is located on an asymmetrical plot. The 

facade seems to be divided into three parts that each form 

a consolidated composition. Both of the side facades are 

organised around a symmetry around the large central bay 

window. As described before in the analysis of the volume 

the bay windows of this building appear as parts of the mass 

that protrude instead of added elements. In the appearance 

of the façade this causes a clear hierarchy of elements. 

The bay windows form the primary elements of the façade 

while the vertical window openings with balconies seem 

subjugated to them. The exposed masonry on the bay 

window articulate the verticality of these elements. The 

verticality of these elements give the impression of a single 

element rather than a group of stacked bay windows. The 

asymmetry of the plot, resulting in two different facades, 

is articulated by the bay windows which seem to relate to 

their adjacent streets. The façade that is facing the park 

emphasizes the bay window as a central element around 

which the façade is organised. The façade facing the Calle 

del Alcalde Sáinz de Baranda also uses the bay window as 

central element but less obvious. Here not only symmetry 

rhythm becomes an organisational principle.

On the corner it is not the verticality but the horizontality 

that is articulated in the brickwork. The bay window 

consists of an balustrade clad with masonry and a 

continuous horizontal band of windows. On the right 

side the balustrade is extended as a balcony. The corner 

element is used to solve the asymmetry that is a result of 

two symmetrical facades. By making the corner element 

adapt to the consolidated compositions of the side façade it 

becomes in a way autonomous. This autonomy is articulated 

with the horizontality that contrasts with the verticality of 

the other bay windows. 

The ground floor and mezzanine refrain from this play 

of horizontal and vertical articulations since the facade 

appears as a repetition of window openings. The rhythm 

of the window openings does follow the composition of the 

upper levels.

3.3.4-A | Avenida de Menéndez Pelayo - Calle del 

Alcalde Sáinz de Baranda building A
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Avenida de Menéndez Pelayo - Calle del Alcalde Sáinz de Baranda building B3-87
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The building is located on north side of the intersection 

between Avenida de Menéndez Pelayo and Calle del Alcalde 

Sáinz de Baranda. The building is faces the Calle Lope de 

Rueda which in a north south direction that is defined by 

the block structure of the Ensanche. 

The façade of the building appears as a rather homogeneous 

texture that is wrapped around its volume. The vertical 

window openings appear as repeating elements both 

in horizontal and vertical direction with balconies that 

provide some variation. The entire plinth is used for 

commercial activity except for the residential entrance 

facing the park and a part of the façade facing the Calle 

Lope de Rueda. The primary principle of organisation of 

the façade seems the revolve around a vertical layering. 

The first and second appear as an extended mezzanine 

having window openings and modest protruding balconies. 

From the third floor towards the top the balconies form 

a composition which emphasizes the different parts 

of the façade. The balconies that protrude on different 

places form symmetrical segments on the façade. The 

dominant principle of organisation is the repetition of 

the windows. By grouping the windows the homogeneous 

facade becomes more readable as an assemblage of parts 

to the whole. Similar to the façade of the sharp corner on 

this intersection, the side of the building facing the park 

revolves around making a symmetry and the side facing de 

Calle de Lope Rueda revolves around a strong rhythm.

The corner itself is a segmented volume which constitutes 

a symmetrical composition facing the Calle del Alcalde 

Sáinz de Baranda. Symmetry is defined by the grouping of 

windows on each segment of the corner. The central part 

of this façade is subtly articulated with an extra protruding 

balcony in the middle.

3.3.4-B | Calle Sagasta - Calle Manuel Silvela building 

B
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3.3.2-D

3.3.1-C

3.3.6 Conclusion

The façade analysis has shown various ways in which 

the corner is articulated. The most common principles 

of composition are symmetry, repetition and rhythm. 

The facades are mainly organised with vertical windows, 

small balconies and bay windows. The facades can be 

differentiated in different strategies on how the relation 

between the façade of the chamfered corner and the side 

facades.

First, there is the chamfered corner that is a unique element 

on the façade. The side facades are based in a rhythmical 

or clustered distribution of windows. Together the facades 

form a symmetry around the corner. The side facades 

appear tempered in order the keep the focus on the corner.

Secondly, there are the facades in which the element of 

the corner appears as a variation on the side facades. 

Similar to the former case, the window form a more or 

less homogenous texture based on a strong rhythm. The 

difference is that the corner is not the only articulated with 

a bay window but the side facades as well. In this case the 

side facades become more a part of the whole since the 

logic of the composition is constituted by the presence of 

the corner. 

The third, principle deals with the side facades as 

independent composition. In this case the symmetry and 

appearance of unique elements on the side facades is so 

obvious that the side façade becomes a composition that 

is completely able to function on itself. The total image 

becomes one of three different facades that each appear as 

a consolidated whole.

Conclusive scheme facade analysis3-91 
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elevation corner bay window3-92 

section corner bay window3-93 

left

right

3.4.1  Calle Sagasta - Calle Manuel Silvela building A

The façade of sharp corner on Calle Sagasta appears as a 

texture of vertical windows with balconies. The balconies 

appear on a regular interval on the façade in both horizontal 

and vertical direction. On both sides of the corner the 

facades ends with a bay window. The corner itself is also 

treated with a bay window. This type of round bay window is 

also referred to as a bow window. The both the bay window 

on the side façade and the corner appear as a variation on 

the vertical window openings and iron balconies. The bay 

windows appear on the façade as single vertical elements. 

The building consists of a ground floor, four levels and an 

attic. The façade reveals the first floor and the four levels. 

The bay windows run from the from the first until the 

fourth floor. The fifth contains a balcony, such as the rest 

of the façade, that visually finishes the bay window. This 

is applied for both the bay windows on the side as well as 

the bow window on the corner. By reducing the heights 

of these bay window compared to overall height of the 

building this elements becomes detached from the façade. 

It appears as a frame that is stuck onto the wall rather than 

something that originates from it. The thin metal window 

frames and railing of the bay window together form this 

frame. On the other hand the façade is articulated in a 

horizontal direction with stone elements representing the 

floor behind. These elements form one continuous along 

the façade as well as the protruding parts of the floor. The 

balcony itself, the floor, becomes an extension of the solid 

mass instead of an added element. The section in figure 

3-93 shows how the protruding elements manifests itself 

as a floor extensions with an infill which appears more as 

a screen than a wall. The wall itself continuous behind the 

bay window and follows the perimeter of the footprint. 

The bay window really presents itself as an intermediate 

space that belongs to the family of balconies rather than a 

protruding interior space.

3.4 The bay window
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elevation bay window side facade3-94 

elevation residential entrance3-96 

elevation balconies side facade 3-95 
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elevation corner bay window3-97 

section corner bay window3-98 

left

right

3.4.2  Avenida de Menéndez Pelayo - Calle del Alcalde 

Sáinz de Baranda building A

The former studies on the sharp corner between Calle 

Alcalde de Sáinz de Baranda and Avenida Menéndez Pelayo 

have shown the building presents itself as an intricate play 

of masses that recess and protrude from the façade. Its 

articulated corner appears as a variation on the different 

types of bay windows facing the streets. In between 

protruding masses, vertical window openings with thin 

metal railings appear as a background texture. In the 

volumetric analysis the bay window has been concluded as 

protruding element that forms an integral part of the mass 

of the building. The impression of the mass protruding 

into space is emphasized by the brick work that appears 

in various configurations on the bay windows. The bay 

window on the corner of this building cover the entire 

chamfered corner and parts of the side façades. On the side 

of the façade facing the park the bay window is extended 

into a balcony that appears as an integral part of the bay 

window. The abundant size of the bay window makes it 

appear from all directions that lead to this corner. 

The horizontal band of windows offers a generous view to 

the park. The windows consist of an upper part than can 

be opened and a lower part that is fixed. The windows at 

placed on top of a parapet that has the same brickwork as 

the vertical elements of the other bay windows. The balcony 

that is attached to the bay window reveals that the parapet 

is actually lower than it should be (probably for safety) by 

the small balustrade than corresponds to the height of 

the window frames. This slightly lowered parapet on both 

the bay window and the balcony make these protruding 

elements appear less heavy.

Although the appearances suggests the space behind the 

bay window could be interior, it is not. Just as the other 

cases the space is treated as an outdoor space. In the plan 

one can see that the bay window corresponds to a grand 

room on the corner whereas the balcony corresponds to 

another smaller bedroom. 

The bay window that appears on either side has a different 

relations towards the street or park. The vertical openings 

appear as French balconies within the bay window. On the 

sides of the bay window are narrow windows as well that 

offer a view into the street. The plan of the building actually 

reveals that the large bay window facing the park is part of 

two different apartments. It is unclear how this division is 

regulated since it is drawn as one space in the plan. But one 

could conclude that the appearances of the bay window are 

not so much expressions of the different rooms within the 

building but rather elements that belong to the street.
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elevation bay window west facade (front)3-99 

plan typical upper floor3-102

elevation bay window west facade (side)3-100 

section bay window west facade3-101
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Section corner bay window3-104 

Elevation corner bay window3-103 

Fragment facade3-105 
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3.4.3  Calle de Monte Esquinanza and Calle Fernando 

el Santo

The bay window on the intersection between Calle de Monte 

Esquinanza and Calle Fernando el Santo is part of a building 

that appears in the former aristocratic neighbourhood 

of the Ensanche. In the former cases the bay window 

appeared as an element that belonged to one level of the 

building and repeated on the others. In this case the bay 

window appears as a single gesture due to the elongated 

vertical elements that span more than one level of the 

façade. Besides the explicit connections between the levels 

of this bay window it also appears to be organised around a 

certain tectonic system of a heavy base towards a light top. 

The section and elevation show how the stone parapet on 

the first level forms a base on which the upper levels seem 

to rest. The decorated vertical elements on the first floor 

play an important role in the structural logic of the whole. 

The upper levels are treated with an iron balustrade, just as 

those on the balconies. The vertical elements are continued 

over the two floors.  These appear less obvious due to the 

absence of the relief. On the top floor, the vertical stone 

element disappears and the bay window offers a panoramic 

view outward. The element is topped with a decorative 

crown. This element is not very appearant from the street. 

The structural readability of this corner element gives it the 

appearance of a constituent part of the building rather than 

an extension of the façade or floor. 

The direction of this bay window, and in particular the first 

three floors, offer a grand openings perpendicular to the 

street. The sides, which each are consisting of a quarter 

of a circle, are more closed due to the stone parapet. The 

bay window appears to be focussed on the intersection as 

directly adjacent space. The side windows offer a peak into 

the arriving streets but seem to be secondary to the more 

open relation towards the intersection.
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3.5 Discussion

The literature study into the urban development of the 

19th century city and the drawn analysis offer a broad 

understanding of the potential of the corner in the urban 

fabric and the variety of architectural manifestations. In 

this part, prior to the design, I will discuss the results of the 

investigation of the Castro plan and case study in a more 

holistic sense and relate them to the literature in order to 

formulate some principles on which the design exercise 

can be based.

The notion of Sola Morales about the intersection as 

constituent part of the urban fabric has been the leading 

motif for investigating the potential of the corner. In the 

case studies specific moments in this urban fabric have 

been investigated in order to link this abstract idea of 

the role of the intersection to the specific architectural 

manifestations. The link between the relative position 

of the corner building and its architectural appearance 

ultimately defines whether its role as constituent part is 

realised.

Urban anchors

Klaus Theo Brenner acknowledges Madrid as a “Großstadt”, 

a European metropole of the late 19th and early 20th 

century where the life on the street is a strictly prescribed 

waiting room. The bay windows, balconies and roofs 

serve to individualize the building and create a theatrical 

differentiation of the street space. The street is a compact 

urban space with bay windows, loggias and balconies as 

elements of densification, movement and perception.15

 

The notion of Brenner about the role of the bay window, 

balcony and roofs could be interpreted for the Castro 

plan as well. The intimate, more or less perpendicular, 

intersections that appear within the Castro plan provide 

such a differentiated urban space. This urban space is 

neither a street nor a square but should be considered as 

distinguished type of urban space. Its enclosure is defined 

by the four chamfers as well as the often appearing trees 

on the sidewalks and ultimately the closing perspective of 

the long corridor streets. In the Ensanche of Madrid, these 

often appear with a special treatment on the corner that 

provides a sense of enclosure different from the enclosure 

of the street. The corner element becomes a dense piece 

of facade which provides a backdrop towards the urban 

space. It signifies a moment of rest in the urban fabric. The 

typical image of these intersection in Madrid is one of four 

(or less) independently designed buildings. Yet for a space 

to be served by the buildings a certain interrelatedness 

between these buildings is welcome. In both perpendicular 

intersections analysed in the case studies there is one 

quarter of the intersection that seems inappropriate. Due 

15 (Brenner, 2015, p. 62) Perception is a translation from the German word Belebung.
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16 (Venturi, Scott Brown, & Izenour, Learning from Las Vegas, 1972, p. 13) Venturi writes the following: “But it is the highway signs, 

through their sculptural forms or pictorial silhouettes, their particular positions in space, their inflected shapes, and their graphic meanings, 

that identify and unify the megatexture. They make verbal and symbolic connections through space, communicating a complexity of meanings 

through hundreds of associations in few seconds from far away.” This observation of Las Vegas refers to explicit (commercial) signs. It is the 

idea of a relation between a street texture and its articulated moments which I try to project on the streets of Madrid.

to its small size or for completely refraining from forming 

any kind of relation with the street. If the architecture 

provides a proper scene on these intersections they have 

the potential to invite one to make use of this extra public 

space in the urban fabric. An important aspect of the 

architecture that deals with creating a proper scene is 

the dynamic of the mass. The chamfer, providing space 

on the ground floor, is counterbalanced with the bulging 

bay windows that appear on the top floor. The bay window 

provides the public space with a set of eyes to the street 

that solves the obscurity of the corner. The intersection as 

urban anchor thus mainly refers to the space the buildings 

are enclosing rather than the buildings themselves. It is 

a space where speed is tempered in order to redirect your 

activity. In the case of the intersection, even more than the 

street one could say, this differentiated space becomes a 

waiting room. Not only a waiting room towards the interior 

of the adjacent buildings but even so as a waiting room in 

the network of streets. By treating the chamfer as a part of 

the building that is differentiated from the linear streets 

the intersection becomes an enclosed urban waiting room.

In the intersections on the edges of the plan the architecture 

deals with different conditions. The intimacy of the space 

of the intersection is no longer its primary characteristic. 

The big streets that function as traffic veins throughout 

the city cut the urban fabric. As seen in the case studies the 

result is the loss of a direct relationship between the two 

sides of the street. The intersection appears as a shifted 

T-junction with a sharp and obtuse angle on the side of 

a wide road. The interrelatedness of the corners can be 

described as the pair of sharp and obtuse angles that frame 

a transition from the wide road into the network of the grid 

city. A second role of these intersections is the sequence of 

sharp corners that form a décor facing the wide road. 

Venturi describes a relationship between architecture and 

signs which is directed by the speed with which a street is 

experienced.16

In the case of the edges of the Ensanche of Madrid one 

might see the articulated corners as signs that sometimes 

exceed the buildings in order to relate to the size and speed 

of the big roads they are adjacent to. In this case the corner 

building is not a backdrop for the intersection but an 

object that is part of the street on a larger scale. The corner 

as a flagpole enjoys long sightlines and complex visual 

relationships. The corner can be established with a certain 

grandeur that exceeds the role as servant to the space of the 

intersection. Therefore the urban anchor is not so much the 

space of the intersection but more focussed on the corner 

as object. The corner is a flagpole in the urban fabric that 

demands presence on a big scale and appropriately serves 

the speed and scale of the space it relates to.
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17 (Neumeyer, 2010, p. 87) This citation is freely translated from the original text by Neumeyer: Fassadenfronten prägen die physionomie 

der stadt denn die fassade ist das für das öffentliche Ansehen geschaffene bauliche Gesicht, in dem sich die Gesellschaft und ihre Bürger spiegeln.

The face of the corner

The corner is not only a specific moment which occurs as 

a vertex in the city. The corner buildings that have been 

analysed always occur as an accumulation of two facades 

that meet on the corner. In the case of chamfered corners a 

third facade is introduced. 

Fritz Neumeyer uses the analogy of the face in order the 

understand the essence of a facade. “The facades form the 

physiognomy of the city, the facade forms the public face of 

the building which mirrors its society.”  He underpins his 

statement with a quote by Nietsche “Häuser Blicken uns 

wie Gesichter an”.17

The physiognomy of the facade of the chamfered volume is 

interesting since it makes one question whether a facade 

on a building with a chamfered corner is one facade or three 

facades that are more or less independent faces towards 

the public. The facades that have been analysed in the case 

studies have shown different strategies towards defining 

the corner of the facade as a constituent part of the whole. 

The chamfered which occurs between two subjugated 

facades, the continuous composition around the corner 

and the independent compositions. Each of the strategies 

lends itself for different relations towards the street. In 

the two first cases where a strong rhythm or a grouping 

of elements is the dominant principle of the side facades 

there is a strong focus on the corner. The side facades are 

strongest in their appearance from the perspective of the 

street. The rhythm suits the unitary appearance of the 

corridor streets. The shorter side facades do not allow that 

much for articulation of the side facades whereas a longer 

facade such as, the sharp corner between Calle Sagasta 

and Calle Manuel Silvela (SM-A) also articulates the end of 

the facade with a bay window. In this case the bay window  

articulates the individuality of the building. By positioning 

the bay window on the end it does not interfere with the 

symmetry around the corner but rather emphasizes the 

entire building as a single entity.

In the third situation which is most obvious on the sharp 

corner between Calle Alcalde de Sáinz de Baranda and 

Avenida Menéndez Pelayo (AM-A) the side facade facing 

the Retiro park has a strong symmetry which overdoes 

the other principles of rhythm and repetition. Is this 

case it suits the situation since the facade is not only 

part of the street but also, together with the rest of the 

street forms a facade towards the park. In this sense the 

facade is approached more frontal than from the side and 

a principle of symmetry might be more interesting. The 

strong presence of this facade draws attention from the 

corner which also has a strong presence. On the other side 

of the corner the facade is shorter and more tempered 

but uses similar elements and makes a symmetry around 

a bay window. The double meaning as two independent 

facades that appear in a way symmetrical around the 

corner results in an architecture of both-and.18 The facades 

independently functioning compositions yet they are also 

subjugated elements towards are larger composition that 

revolves around the corner.
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The composition of the corner building can thus be related 

to the types of public faces it is facing. The elongated streets 

of the Castro plan are subject to the point perspective of the 

urban dweller. Therefore, the side facades are best read if 

they form a rhythm whereas the corner itself in this plan is 

a typical frontal facade which revolves around symmetry. 

Some exceptional cases, such as the facades facing the 

park or a bigger street can also be considered as frontal 

facades which invite the architect use symmetry to make 

independent faces on each side.

Intermediate spaces

Wolfgang Sonne describes the bay window as an 

architectural element that provides an intermediate 

zone between the private house and the public street 

[or intersection]. The bay window is a place where the 

individual becomes an urban citizen and the anonymous 

flaneur becomes aware of his individuality. It opens up 

the contact between house and street yet closes it of at the 

same time. Sonne claims there is hardly any architectural 

element in urban residential architecture that serves the 

city so well. 19

The case studies and observations suggest that the 

bay window belongs to the vernacular of the streets of 

Madrid. The broad variety in which they appear on the 

facades enrich the plasticity of the long corridor streets as 

already suggested above. The bay window is inseparably 

connected to the corner of the Ensanche of Madrid. The 

different appearances and relations between the public 

have been discussed in the case study. One of the typical 

bay windows that appear both on the corners as well as any 

other facade is the glass and iron box-like structure. This 

type of bay window appears first in Madrid around 1850 as 

an element that represents a desire for modernity by the 

bourgeois inhabitants of Madrid. Its relative position on a 

facade usually does not appear central since it is typically 

an extension of the smaller intimate rooms.20  This type of 

bay window could be interpreted as an extended balcony 

rather than an extended interior space. The threshold 

between the bay window and the interior room often has 

the same treatment as is the case for the balcony. The bay 

window thus offers a covered outdoor space rather than a 

protruding interior space. The more solid bay window do 

seem to offer an extended interior space on the corner 

room. Manuel de Sòla-Morales writes:

“The corner, compared to the roads arriving at it, offer a 

double presence and double possibility of contact. It is 

this redundancy that accentuates the specific rhetorical 

qualities of the corner site.”21

The rhetoric qualities of the Madrilenian corner seem 

most vivid in its use as a space that offers multiple 

relations between inside and outside. On the perpendicular 

intersections in the Castro the plan the bay window often 

appears directed towards the intersection. The enlarged 

windows form a vis-à-vis towards the intersection. The 

opening, directed perpendicular to the bisector of the 

corner suggest an interior that contains a views from the 

room towards the intersections. Smaller windows on the 

side offer a peak into the street for those who enter in 

the bay window. The intimate character of the enclosed 

18  (Venturi, 1977, p. 23) If the source of the both-and phenomenon is contradiction, its basis is  

 hierarchy, which yields several levels of meanings among elements with varying values.

19 (Sonne, 2015, p. 40)

20 (Rosa Cervera Sardá, 2008, pp. 61-62)

21 (de Solà-Morales, 2008)
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intersection is translated into an intimate relation between 

the house and the street. In this one could rightfully say 

that the bay window intermediates between the public and 

private space of the city. The “flagpole” is often suited 

with a more open and omnidirectional bay window. The bay 

window offers panoramic views ranging from one street to 

the other. Its inhabitants are subject to their position in 

the centre of space. The objectification of the architecture 

in the urban fabric is reflected on the residents who are 

now subjected to the relation between the architecture and 

the city. The bay window as intermediate zone determines 

the relation between the public space of the street and 

the private space of the house. In both cases of the sharp 

corners, the case studies shown how the bay window 

offers an intermediate space that adds another threshold 

between interior and exterior. These kinds of intermediate 

spaces appear as if they open up the contact between the 

house and the street while in reality they close it off. Since 

this type of bay window is a space which is both closed to 

the house as to the street (although very transparent) it 

offers a place where one can enjoy a view on the street life 

without opening up the contact of the actual interior of the 

house. One could wonder what happens if the undisguised 

exhibitionism of the Gran Vía corner would set foot in these 

residential areas.

In conclusion the corner should be regarded as both as “an 

object in” and as “a subject to” the public space of the city. 

As an abstract phenomenon it has multiple meanings as 

an urban anchor which are defined by its relative position 

in the city. When the corner is regarded as object in the 

city mainly refers to the object which provide a focal point 

in the streetscape. This is most appearant on the sharp 

corners. The corner as subject to the public space refers 

more to corners that enclose an intersection or for the 

obtuse corners that have a descrete appearance on the 

intersection. Both concepts are not mutually exclusive. 

The sharp corners can be perceived was subjects to a larger 

sequence of sharp corners that form a decor for the wide 

streets. The straight corners of Casto could be regarded as 

object in the city when one perceived them as the corner 

building of the block. Yet, the appearances of the corner 

elements do not relate to the size of these building blocks. 

For the corner of the building block to be articulated as 

such a different approach would be needed. Referring 

to the quote by de Sola Morales in the introduction. It is 

the cardinal point and not the block that constitutes the 

Ensanche. 

In the design exercise the inverse of the research will try 

to create corners that actively direct the urban space. The 

architecture of the corner helps to define its role in the 

street. The facade becomes an important theme in defining 

the relation between the abstract urban form and the 

atmosphere. In order to the make an urban fabric of corners 

the texture of the street should be designed accordingly. 

At last the corner as a space deals with different relations 

between interior and exterior. The bay window seems an 

highly appropriate architectural element to define these 

relations.
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4 Design
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The last part of this thesis will concern a design proposal 

within the theme of the Madrilenian corner. The design 

will explore further the role and the concept of the corner 

in the Ensanche of Madrid. The results from the research 

until this point have provided insight in what the role of 

corner can be for the city. These concepts will be used to 

provide a solution to a specific location in the Ensanche. 

The design will question how we can continue on the 

characteristic image as established in the research and use 

this to make a contemporary addition. The concepts for the 

design derived from the research are the following.

1. The intersection is the fundamental space of the 

Ensanche. Therefore the primary relationship the 

architecture and the city is established here.

2. The building is subject to the street. In dimensions and 

appearance it should react appropriately.

3. The facade has the ability to differentiate the space of 

the street and the intersection. Through compositional 

principles as repetition, rhythm and symmetry corners can 

be articulated. 

These statements will be the basis for the design concepts 

as described in the following paragraphs.
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Design location  scale 1:100004-1
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The design location for this exercise is chosen in Chamberí, 

the area within the Ensanche north of the city centre (figure 

4-1). Chamberí has been envisioned by Castro as a part 

of the Ensanche designated for industriy and residential 

areas. Before the approval of the Ensanche the area already 

has some extramural developments (atlas map 1857). The 

plan as drawn by Castro overlaps the existing developments 

with his grid plan. In the current morphology of this 

neighbourhood it is clear that the existing roads, and some 

of the buildings, have been respected. This has resulted in 

an urban fabric of blocks that is rotated from the rest of 

the Castro plan. The hierarchy of streets is similar to that 

of the more accurately executed parts of the plan yet the 

interference with existing structures plays a bigger role.

The plot is located between the Calle Luchana, Calle Manuel 

Silvela and Calle Francisco de Rojas. The plots of this block 

are occupied by a residential building on the south side and 

an office buildings that oriented towards the north. On the 

south side the building interacts with the two intersections 

is faces and creates a dialogue between the building and 

the urban fabric. The office building that faces all three 

streets completely refrains from a direct relation towards 

the street. The building appears as a tower with a rather 

undefined empty space in front. This empty space appears 

as an awkward break in the urban fabric as seen from the 

Calle Luchana. On the Calle Francisco de Rojas the lower 

part of the office building is aligned to the street. On the 

other side, on the Calle Manuel Silvela a fence seperates 

the plot from the street. For this design exercise the office 

complex will be removed in order to create a new ensemble 

of buildings that create a dialogue between the urban form 

and its architecture.

The plot breaks with this pattern of the corridor street. 

The plan of Madrid of 1900 shows two motifs based on 

which the break in the urban pattern could be understood. 

First, there is the street pattern that shapes the buildings 

blocks. The collision of the existing diagonal streets and 

the orthogonal streets seems to be solved quite well on all 

sides except for this plot. The Calle de Manuel Cortina cuts 

the block structure on an inconvenient position creating 

a difficult shape on the other side. South of the street are 

two buildings that neatly align to the street. In the plan of 

1977 the street is still in existence and the triangular space 

in between seems to be filled in as a green space. In the 

aerial picture of the current situation the street has been 

cut off creating a large space in front of the office building 

4.1 Location

map 18734-2

map 19004-3

map 19774-4

satellite image present4-5
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that occupies the plots as they already were in 1905. Thus, 

the plots that once corresponded to the continuation of the 

Calle De Manuel Cortina are still in existence, yet this part 

of the street has disappeared.

In the current situation the existing plots are filled with 

administrative buildings. The space that was defined as 

a green space together with the space that was formerly 

the ending of the Calle de Manuel Cortina have been 

transformed into a single open space mediating between 

the Calle Luchana and the 40 meter office tower. The open 

space on the Calle Luchana does not seem to serve anything 

but the height of the office building. The public space is 

enclosed by streets on three sides and the entrance of an 

office on the fourth side. The Calle de Manuel de Silva and 

the Calle Francisco de Rojas are not that much problematic 

since their traffic is limited. The Calle Luchana, today, 

works as a traffic artery providing six lanes of car traffic. 

This kind of street does not provide the atmosphere that is 

desired for a pleasant public space.

schwarzplan existing situation4-7

built surface

design location
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traffic plan existing situation4-8

primary road

secondary road

design location

building existing situation4-9 
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view on Hotel Luchana from north west4-13
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4.2 Design concepts

4.2.1 Urban Intervention

The current situation deals with three intersections. 

Two of them are located where the Calle de Luchana cuts 

respectively the Calle Francisco de Rojas and Calle Manuel 

Silvela. The third intersection, between Calle Manuel 

Silvela and Calle de Manuel Cortina is less explicit. In 

the current situation (fig 4-13) the latter street ends on 

the empty space in front of the office building. A similar 

situation occurs on the intersections on Calle de Luchana 

where the three other side of the intersections are defined 

by the perimeter of the building block but the office building 

refrains from this. It must be noted that the building facing 

the plot north of the Calle de Luchana also creates extra 

distance between the road and the building. This space 

can be described as a widened pavement which makes the 

building still part of the street whereas the space south of 

the Calle Luchana is neither a square nor a pavement but 

appears as a leftover space.

In figure 4-14 the street perimeter of the plot along Calle 

Francisco de Rojas, Calle de Luchana and Calle Manuel 

Silvela is used as the outline of the new building. This 

way the building mass has the opportunity to create an 

appropriate face towards the Calle Luchana and make two 

corners that can complete the sequence of corners along 

this street. The second motive is the Calle de Manuel 

Cortina which is cut off in favour of pedestrian space in 

front of the office building. In the intervention this street 

will be continued as a void through the perimeter block 

figure 4-15). The void between the two buildings will be a 

pedestrian passage. This passage should offer a more calm 

public space that is not subject to the noise of the busy 

Calle de Luchana. The continuation of the Calle de Manuel 

Cortina is slightly rotated. This rotation creates a closed 

perspective from the passage into the Calle de Manuel 

Cortina. On the intersection between Calle de Luchana and 

Calle Francisco de Rojas the triangular building has its sharp 

corner aligned with both streets. This way the passage is 

separated from the Calle de Luchana and the sharp corner 

has visual relations with all its adjacent streets.

Figure 4-x shows the concept for the intersection between 

Calle de Luchana and Calle Francisco de Rojas. This corner 

is an exception in the morphology of the street. The logic 

of the street suggests a obtuse corner which would make 

a pair with the sharp corner on the other side. By making 

the void of the passage the obtuse corner is substituted 

for a very sharp corner and a more or less straight corner. 

This sharp corner enjoys a position with long sight lines 

from the Plaza Olavide from the north and all the way 

towards Calle Sagasta in the south. The prominent place 

on the Calle de Luchana and the prominent appearance 

in the urban fabric gives the presence of this corner a 

certain significance which can be expressed through the 

architecture. The straight corner becomes subjugated to 

the presence of the sharp corner and should therefore be 

more in the background.

The second corner located on the intersection between 

Calle de Luchana and Calle Manuel Silvela does follow the 

pattern of sharp and obtuse corners on the Calle Luchana. 

The corner is of a lesser hierarchy and relates mainly to 

its specific intersection and the sequence of sharp corners 

along the Calle Luchana. 

The third intersection in fig 4-x again has two corners. This 
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view Calle de Luchana from south east4-14
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is a typical Castro intersection in which four chamfered 

corners together form an enclosed urban space. In this case 

the intersection is between three arriving streets and the 

passage. 

4.2.2 Volumetric composition

The footprint of the building is mainly derived from the 

continuation of the street pattern that is already existing. 

The aim is to give a proper face to the Calle Luchana and 

Calle Manuel Silvela. Secondly, the Calle de Manuel Cortina 

does not take an active part in the junction of streets since 

it ends at the open space in front of the office building. 

Therefore the newly introduced square is located on 

the place where the Calle the Manuel Cortina formerly 

continued. The street that enclose the building and square 

each have a different character and different dimensions.

The corners of the triangular are taken as a point of 

reference of the heights of the facades. On the Calle de 

Luchana the building presents itself as one consolidated 

shape that relates to the size of the street. The façade ends 

and begins with height accents on the corners. The façade 

also has height accents that to provide a certain rhythm 

in the façade. The passage and Calle Manuel Silvela are 

more narrow and therefore have lower facades. The corner 

where these facades come together is the lowest point of 

the volume. The lower corner serves the intimate space of 

this intersection. Here the building should accommodate 

the transition between the street and the passage.

The corners are treated each in different ways. Looking at 

the logic of the street, there is a typical motif of sharp and 

obtuse corners, similar to what has been described in the 

case study. Yet, when dealing with the morphology here 

the obtuse angle disappears and is replaced for a very sharp 

angle. This sharp angle on the corner on the intersection of 

the Calle Luchana now becomes the front of the triangle. 

Therefore, this is the most articulated corner of the 

volume. The walls smoothly fold outwards, creating a big 

panoramic room on the interior of the building and a solid 

volumetric composition4-21 volumetric composition4-22
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object that can be read as an exception in the urban fabric. 

The sharp corner on the north east side of the triangular 

is not the primary corner of this building. Therefore, its 

appearance is more modest that its counterpart on the 

otherside. The bay window starts at the second floor, above 

the mezzanine. This way the entire height of this corner 

elements is reduced in order to make it more proportionate 

with the volume of the building.

The south east corner acts more as a typical Castro corner 

that appears within the fabric. It relates directly to the  

Calle Manuel de Cortina, Calle Manuel de Silvela and the 

passage.

The building on the other side of the passage also aligns 

with the Calle de Manuel Cortina. This building is part of a 

building block enclosed by the passage and three streets. In 

order to focus on the making redefining the area around the 

junction of the Calle Luchana, Calle de Manuel Cortina and 

the Calle Francisco de Rojas, only the building that would 

be directly adjacent to the square is designed. The building, 

similar to the triangular building has a basic shape that is 

an extrusion of the footprint. The height of the building is 

lower than that of the triangle since the adjacent streets 

and the square have smaller dimensions. On both corners 

the building is chamfered. The middle part of this building 

has a recess from the first floor. This is done in order to 

break with the idea of a continuous corridor, such as the 

street, and allow for more light on the square.

The chamfer on the east corner of the building is treated 

with a protruding bay window in a similar way as is done 

on the north east corner of the triangular building. Though 

the corner presents itself as a more modest that the one 

facing the Calle Luchana. The west corner can be classified 

as a discrete corner, refraining from a protruding element. 

The rounded of corner corresponds to the existing round 

corner and the sharp round corner on the west side of the 

triangular building. Since both the existing and the sharp 

corner of the triangular building are already bulging into 

space it seems appropriate to complement this with a 

corner that holds back and hereby making instead of taking 

space on this junction.

As mentioned before the triangular shape is a result from 

following the streets that are already existing. From the 

outside this triangle could be regarded as a contextual 

shape. Yet from the inside the triangle is considered as 

a geometry with its own logic. In order to organize the 

spaces within the building core of the building is an offset 

of the façade of 6 m so that every apartment around it 

can receive enough daylight (figure 4-23).  The building is 

understood as a fixed loadbearing perimeter and a core that 

distributes and organizes the individual apartments. All the 

apartments are located within this band of 6 meters and are 

therefore relieved from any structural burdens, virtually 

anything could happen in this space. The only limitations 

are the façade openings that are fixed. As similar strategy 

has been applied for organizing the corner apartment of 

the building south of the passage. The vertical movement 

in the building has been put in the middle of the building so 

that the façade remain free for the spaces of the apartment.

Vertical movement4-23
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4.2.3 The grid

Both buildings are organised around a grid originates from 

the corner (figure 4-22, 4-24). The façade as well as the 

interior organisation are subjected to this grid. Through the 

bisecting lines of each corner each façade can be mirrored to 

a certain extend. The grid is based on a repeating interval of 

three meters (figure 4-23, 4-25, 4-26). This distance gives 

an appropriate distance between the window openings and 

allows for suitable spaces for the apartments behind the 

façade. The interval of three meters is sometimes widened 

in favour of bigger rooms in the apartments. The widened 

bays (ranging from 3,5 to 4 meters) also allow for the bay 

windows on the north façade of the triangular buildings 

to have more space on the façade. On ground floor these 

widened bays serve entrances.

Around the corners the interval is let loose in order to 
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grid concept4-24

grid upper floors4-25

grid ground floor4-26

create more space for the corner room in the apartment. 

When perceived from the outside the extra space also 

makes the corner appear more as a distinguished element 

from the façade.

4.2.4 Facade

For both the triangle and the corner apartments of the 

building block the apartments only have the possibility 

of window openings towards the street. In order to relate 

to the streetscape of Madrid all the window openings are 

treated as double doors with a balcony or French balcony. 

The openings distributed with as repeating elements on 

a strong rhythm. Each façade appears as partly mirrored 

around the corner, according to the grid as described above, 

while at the same tries to be a coherent composition on its 

own.
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The diagrams show the concept for the façade which is 

based on the repetition of vertically oriented elements. 

On the plinth the window openings alternate with vertical 

solid elements. On the upper floors the concrete frames 

around the window appear as a single element together 

with the balconies. The frames are slightly protruded 

from the façade in order the give the impression of single 

element. The masonry in between appears as a surface the 

floats between these concrete elements.  

The plinth of the building has a height of 4,8 meters. The 

concrete should give the appearance of a solid base to the 

brick facades of the apartments.  The heightened plinth 

also serves the commercial program inside. The façade 

facing the Calle de Luchana is treated with a mezzanine on 

the first floor. This is done because the total height of the 

building and the size of the street seem disproportionate 

with the height of the plinth as it is. So the mezzanine 

suggests a higher base on which the building is resting. The 

dimension of the windows of the mezzanine corresponds 

to the openings on ground floor. Yet, the brick material 

around indicates in belongs to the residential upper 

floors. This duality is an expression of its double role as an 

extended plinth towards the street but an exterior wall of 

facade rhythm4-29
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an apartment to the inside.

The upper floors are treated with window openings that 

appear similar on all sides on the building. The openings are 

framed with concrete elements that appear stacked on top 

of each other. This way the brickwork in between appears 

as a negative pilaster. The alternation of brick and slightly 

protruding concrete give the façade texture. The verticality 

of this texture is superposed by the long horizontal lines 

that coincide with the balconies and go around the façade. 

These horizontal lines indicate the different setbacks or 

transitions in the façade. In combination with the variating 

balconies they together create subtle variations in the 

façade that make it refrain from being one massive surface.

On the Calle de Luchana the bays of four meters wide 

are treated with bay windows. These bay window appear 

as covered balconies. The bay windows give the façade 

another compositional layer which corresponds to the 

individual apartments.

4.2.5 The plan

The program for the two building consists of a mix between 

commercial and residential functions. Both building have 

commercial activity on ground floor and apartments 

on the upper floors. The building south of the passage 

facade horizontal articulation4-28
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4-30

also has part of the restaurant space on the first floor. 

This way, the terrace that is a result of the setback of the 

volume can be used as an extension of the interior. The 

lively area of Chamberí is besides a residential area also 

full of commercial activity. Ranging from bars and small 

tobacco stores to a theatre a little down Calle de Luchana. 

Gastronomy one can find throughout the entire area with a 

special notion of Plaza de Olavide which is a former traffic 

junction transformed in to a pedestrian area. The strategic 

location on the Calle Luchana and the introduction of the 

pedestrian passageway make it suitable for these kinds of 

program. Therefore, the buildings should not only provide 

housing but also engage and emphasize the public life that 

characterizes this neighbourhood. 

The ground floor of the triangular building is divided 

into three spaces that each occupy a corner. Both corners 

have that have access to the passage have respectively a 

restaurant on the west corner and a bar on the east corner. 

The main entrance of the restaurant is located on the corner 

but also has doors on the side facades. The bar on the east 

corner has one entrance towards the corner. On the north 

east corner a shop is located. This space has its entrances 

towards the Calle de Luchana instead of the corner. In 

this case the corner can be used by means of display. The 

buildilng south of the passage has two small shops on 

the corner and a big restaurant in the middle. The shops 

with their entrances to the corner are directed towards to 

intersections whereas the restaurant is facing the passage.

The upper floors of both buildings consist of apartments. 

The triangular building has five apartments on each of 

the regular floors. The apartments are organised around 

an interior hall which holds the stairs and elevator. The 

concept of the floor plan is to arrange the three corner 

apartments symmetrically around the corner. The 

entrances of the individual apartments are located on 

the bisecting line on which the spaces and facades are 

mirrored. The bisecting line offers a visual connection 

through the centre of the apartment, from the entrance to 

the bay window. Each corner apartments has a main corner 

room which holds space for living and dining, and in some 

cases also cooking. The other spaces that need daylight 

are positioned along the façade. The scheme in figure 4-31 

how the plans are organised along a sequence from the 

bisecting line of the corners. Figure 4-32 shows in how all 

the illuminated rooms of the apartments are located on the 

facade. The interior is reserved for serving spaces such as 

toilet, storage and in the case of the middle apartments of 

the triangular building also the bathroom. The centrall hall 

of the corner apartments is somewhere in between since 

it is not directly adjacent to a window opening but it is in 

direct visual relation with the corner room.

The building south of the passage has two entrances that 

each allow access to two apartments per floor. The hall is 

located in the back to not have it appear in the façade. In 

order to provide daylight in this space a shaft is introduced. 

The corner apartments are also organised around a hall and 

a corner room that connects all the spaces along the façade. 

The shaft offers not only light and air in the stairwell but 

also some rooms in the apartments. 
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4.2.6 Sequence of the corner

In the case studies the corner has been considered mainly 

as an urban phenomenon that is related to the intersection 

and the building block. Considering the design the 

consecutive dimension of the corner as an interior space 

plays a role as well. In an attempt to find an urbanistic 

approach to architecture the corner appeals since it always 

yields an asymmetrical relation between the interior of 

the building and the exterior. This relation refers to the 

fact that there is always more space on the outside of the 

corner than on the inside. Following Venturi’s idea on an 

urbanistic point of architecture the point of the change 

– the wall – is the architectural event.22 The Madrilean 

corner, provided with all sorts of types of bay windows, 

reaches an identity crisis. On the on hand the volume 

protrudes into the street, suggesting something massive or 

a densification of material at the corner. Where two walls 

meet the density of the wall would increase. On the other 

hand it is questionable whether we are dealing with a wall 

considering the bay window. In the examples from the 

case study the idea of a wall in particularly reduced at the 

corner. The surface is flattened or light materials such as 

iron are used compared to the massive stone facades in the 

sides. It is not the actual material – the wall - that is the 

point of change but the space floating between the “walls”. 

The bay window provides a way in which to experience the 

architectural event not only as a point of change but as an 

actual moment in space you can be in. 

But this is just one perspective. The point of change 

described is actually the end of the story. If one considers the 

actual point of change between the interior and the exterior 

we should focus on the sequence that occurs from the first 

glimpse of the corner towards the final state of being in the 

corner. The beauty of the corner is that it is a natural focus 

point. Two converging lines inherently meet at one point. 

In the city the corner provides a sense of orientation. The 

sharp corner is not only part of an ensemble that tries to 

its directly adjacent space. It is a flagpole  that serves as a 

point of reference on the urban scale

In this design the strategic position on a intersection of 

long sightlines ranging from the Plaza Olavide, Bilbao 

Metro Station, Plaza de Chamberí and the Calle Francisco 

de Rojas. The combination of long stretching streets with 

sporadic twists allow network of surprising visual relations 

that gives the area of Chamberí a more dynamic feel than 

for example Salamanca. Slowly, approaching the building it 

disappears and reappears while revealing itself. Until this 

point the building is still nothing but a corner that appears 
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22 (Venturi, 1977)
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among many of its kind.

Reaching the buildings proximity the plinth reveals the 

activities that happen within the buildings. Public life 

is accomodated in and around the ground floor of the 

building. Every corner is able hold a program that suits 

the atmosphere. Some corners will show you the best 

goods they have to offer, some corners will invite you to 

exhibit yourself as the best version of you while other while 

become you day to day stop for a coffee and a chat. The 

ensemble of corners has the ability to offer a great range of 

atmospheres ranging from metropolitan exhibitionism to 

intimacy of your local bar.

The building’s residents pass the corner as one of their daily 

rituals. On ground floor the corner is a public endeavour. 

The entrance to the private realm is located on the sides of 

the building. The resident is led through a generous hallway 

into the core of the building. The core of the building serves 

as the distribution centre of the apartments. The corner 

apartments present themselves with entrance that suggest 

a specific direction outwards. One enters the corner 

apartments from the centre with a direct visual relation 

to the outside. Through a hallway, providing access to the 

private rooms, one enters the corner room, illuminated 

from two facades and the chamfered corner. The living 

space entered from the centre naturally organises itself 

along the facades. At last one passes through the chamfered 

wall into the “space of change” to retrace his steps from 

the very first encounter.
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4.3 Drawings
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This thesis has been an attempt at capturing the potential of 

the corner in the Ensanche of Madrid. Through, theoretical 

study, case study and design, this phenomenon has been 

grasped. The first two parts, have offered a framework that 

have been the point of departure for the design. The themes 

of the analysis (intersection, volumetric composition, 

facade appearance and bay window) have been recurring 

the design exercise as well. 

The investigation in different typical intersections have 

offered a better understanding of what the role of the 

architecture can be in regard to its context. The idea of the 

intersection as a type of urban space in the Ensanche of 

Madrid justifies the elaborate treatment of the corner. The 

intersections analysed, and in this respect representable for 

the entire Ensanche, are not ensembles of corner buildings 

designed by one architect. Therefore, the characteristic 

image of the intersection is one of distinguished guests 

at the table. The choice for the design exercise is thus 

not to solve one intersection but rather trying to find an 

appropriate design for one of these guests.

Although, the buildings each have their own appearance 

they do relate to each other in the way the mass is treated. 

Through similarities in height, bulging bay windows 

and distribution of balconies on the side facades, the 

intersections appear as consolidated spaces. In the design 

this notion has led to the concept in which the different 

heights and height accents are determined on the corners. 

The cases that have been analysed all deal with buildings 

that are the corner of a building block. This means, one 

building, one corner. In the design exercise, the triangular 

building does not behave as a block consisting of multiple 

individual buildings. Instead, by means of one architectural 

gesture all three intersections need to be served. Therefore, 

the mass of the building is differentiated on each of the 

corners and the facades need to solve these differences. 

Through the drawn analysis of various facades of corner 

buildings in the Ensanche some principles for the design 

have been established. For both building the principle of 

a symmetry around the corner has been the leading motif. 

Secondly, the side facades mainly rely of rhythm and 

repetition in order not to interfere with the articulated 

corners. Subtle variations, mainly occurring in vertical 

sense give order to the homogeneity of the façade openings. 

In order to deal with the Madrilenian phenomenon of the 

corner, the design for the facades is rooted in the various 

façade elements that occurred in the case studies. Deeply 

cut openings with double doors with small balconies that 

often appear throughout Madrid form the basis for the 

design of the facades.

In the design the interior of the building has been one of 

the consecutive architectural themes. Though, briefly 

mentioned in the last part of the case study, this has not 

been the main theme of the research. The design has 

shown how the design decisions regarding the appearance 

and the role in the city can be articulated in the interior 

organisation of the building.

The design, tries to make a convincing argument that the 

continuity of the characteristic image of the city can be a 

useful premise for dealing with urban architecture. The 

main premise on which this research has been based in 

the approach of architecture as an urban phenomenon. 

In the case studies the corner building has been studied 

solely from the exterior. This method has also been leading 

in the design exercise. The result of this approach is a 

building that finds its roots in the image of the city. This 

image of the city is static nor objective. It is a subjective 

image constituted in the mind of the author that is able to 

change depending on time and place. The result is a design 

in which the architectural language of city, analysed and 

interpreted in the case study, has been used to make a 

meaningful addition to the city.
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